Enterprise Security Services
Protecting your systems from unauthorized access

At Longevity, we take a multi-faceted approach to security. We work with our clients to
provide security intelligence and risk management solutions through a host of
Emergency Preparedness and Continuity of Operations (COOP) services, protecting

OUR PROCESS
Longevity’s process insight
and understanding of the
challenges associated
with supporting all phases
of business is the result of
many years of real-world
experience. Our cross-

critical business information and systems from unauthorized access. Our services range
from providing critical security controls that protect against attack to assisting in the
development of compliant risk management programs and policies. The coordination of
so many moving parts and gaining the buy-in of so many stakeholders can seem like an
overwhelming prospect, and Longevity is pleased to leverage our considerable expertise
to lead these efforts and provide real value to your organization.

Our Enterprise Security services encompass the following critical areas:

functional, credentialed

Identity and Access Management

personnel are adept at

Identity and Access Management is a broad administrative
service area that deals with the identification and control of
individuals within a system and managing their access to that
system’s resources through user rights and restrictions. As
businesses grow and the number of users and devices on a
network increase, it becomes more and more challenging to
manage the enterprise and ensure that stakeholders have
accurate, efficient access to the information they need.
Longevity has a proven track record of helping our clients
improve their organizations’ security and productivity, while
reducing costs and eliminating redundant efforts.

supporting continuous
process improvement
initiatives with
technological solutions,
expert consulting, and
project management
services that help
organizations re-envision
their business processes.

Information Assurance
Information Assurance uses physical, technical and
administrative controls to assure information and mitigate
risks with regard to the use, processing, storage or
transmission of data and systems. Our Information Assurance
experts have real-world experience and will work to protect
your system’s data throughout the project. Our proven
procedures foster an environment in which all parties are able
to collaborate efficiently and effectively, regardless of location.
As a leader in our industry, Longevity’s mission is to provide
quality products and services to our clients on every
engagement, designing solutions that meet and exceed their
expectations and giving them peace of mind.
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Mission Assurance is the process of ensuring an organization’s
critical and essential functions continue under all hazard
situations. This assurance is created by proper mission
planning, development, implementation, testing and continual
process improvement when necessary. The process involves
reaching across an entire organization, including partners,
customers and suppliers, to meet all the requirements of the
engagement and account for all contingencies.

O U R M IS S IO N

Longevity is dedicated to
providing the best possible
solution for an
organization. Drawing
from a vast pool of
knowledge and expertise,
we are committed to
ensuring that our
customers are satisfied
from day one. The bottomline result is improved
productivity and increased
transparency in mission
critical operations.

A True Industry Partner
Providing critical security controls
OUR ROLE
Longevity’s role is that of a
true industry partner,
supporting the process
from beginning to end.

Longevity Consulting, LLC (Longevity) is an SBA 8(a) certified, Service-Disabled Veteran-

We have an outstanding

Owned, Small Disadvantaged Business with over 12 years of experience providing

record of past
performance helping our

information technology, solutions-based consulting services. Longevity offers expertise in
facilitating enterprise-wide IT strategic planning, enabling clients to align their strategic

clients achieve greater

vision, business processes and information needs with their applications and technology

customer and employee

infrastructure. Longevity’s role is that of a true industry partner, in which we support the

satisfaction, eliminate
waste, improve efficiency
and reduce operational
costs throughout their
organizations.

process from beginning to end, delivering quality services and continuously working to
exceed the client’s expectations. We have an outstanding record of past performance
helping our clients achieve greater customer and employee satisfaction, eliminate waste
and reduce expenses throughout their organizations.

Past Performance
National Science Foundation (NSF)
Identity Management
Our Identity Management experts were tasked with creating customer web services for
enterprise-wide authentication and consolidating authentication for over 40 diverse applications.
We played a key role in creating communication and outreach materials and promoting the new
system to stakeholders across the organization. Our efforts allowed the NSF to begin moving
toward a single sign-on for the enterprise and helped define their strategy for enterprise role
management and Federal Identity Credential and Access Management (FICAM) compliance.

Headquarters Department of the Army Directorate of Mission Assurance
Mission Assurance
Longevity provided contract and program management, developed Protection Program
implementation guidance and smart books, developed online training for 12 protection program
security elements and designed and implemented internal and external SharePoint sites to allow
the program to run smoothly and efficiently for employees and customers. Additionally,
Longevity provided shelter-in-place kit support by replacing expiring food bars, water and
batteries in shelter-in-place kits that support over 14,000 HQDA personnel and inventorying kit
locations and location points of contact.

Fairfax County Government, Virginia
Information Assurance
Longevity provided executive level consulting and analytical services in support of the National
Capital Region (NCR) Interoperability Service (IS). We played a key role in the development of
governance to support inter-jurisdictional on-ramping of jurisdictional sponsored infrastructure,
services, applications and information. The frameworks developed by Longevity include Capital
Planning and Investment Control, Interconnection Agreements, Incident Management and
Change Management to enable Information Technology standardization across the 38
jurisdictions in the metropolitan region.

